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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field of the Description.

[0001] The present description relates, in general, to
amusement park rides including roller coasters, and,
more particularly, to a roller coaster with vehicles adapted
to provide selective or programmable motion to the pas-
senger compartment such as yaw (e.g., a programmable
yaw profile) to orient the compartment and its passengers
to face either along a direction of travel (DOT) or to one
side or the other (e.g., to view a show or entertainment
feature along the ride).

2. Relevant Background.

[0002] Amusement and theme parks are popular
worldwide with hundreds of millions of people visiting the
parks each year. Park operators continuously seek new
designs for rides that attract and continue to entertain
park visitors. Further, it is often important to build upon
or modify existing rides to provide park visitors with new
and exciting experiences without the cost or inconven-
ience of replacing an existing ride with a completely new
ride.
[0003] For example, it is much more desirable for a
park operator to reuse an existing track and support struc-
ture than to remove these and build a completely new
ride as this places a ride out of use for a longer period of
time and, during construction, is more disruptive to near-
by attractions. In some instances, a ride can be updated
and modified by providing new show or visual features
along the track that are visible not only as the vehicles
travel in the DOT but also on one or both sides of the
track. In such cases, it is desirable to provide a program-
mable yaw profile that is followed to rotate the passenger
compartment about its vertical axis to have the passen-
gers face to the left or right as the vehicle travels along
the track.
[0004] The roller coaster is one of the more common
and popular amusement park rides for providing a thrilling
ride experience. In a typical roller coaster, the cars or
vehicles are not self powered, but, instead, a coaster
train of vehicles supported upon a track is pulled up a
ramp or lift hill with a chain or cable to a peak of the
coaster track. The potential energy accumulated by the
rise in height is transferred to kinetic energy as the vehi-
cles are released or dropped and race down the down-
ward slope. Kinetic energy is then converted back to po-
tential energy as the vehicle train moves up again to a
second peak after which it then falls at rapid speed. This
cycle is repeated throughout the ride until the vehicle
train returns to the loading/unloading station. In most roll-
er coasters, the rider or passenger is seated in an upright
position with their back near vertical and facing the di-
rection of travel (DOT) of the vehicle train along a sup-

porting track.
[0005] Providing motion to a passenger compartment
has continued to be a challenging design problem for
designers, manufacturers, and operators of roller coast-
ers. As mentioned above, roller coaster designs are de-
manded that provide programmable yaw profiles for a
passenger compartment through a gravity-based coaster
experience, and this need for motion of the passenger
compartment is often desired even in sections of the track
where bus bars or other power supplies/feeds are not
feasible or practical. Presently, there are roller coasters
that are configured to provide yaw motion to passenger
compartments. These roller coasters are designed to
have a track specially configured to allow a bus bar sys-
tem to be provided along the length of the track, or at
least along sections of the track where motion is desired,
and the vehicle is able to continually draw power as it
travels along the track to provide motion control.
[0006] However, it is very difficult to provide bus bar
systems that are effective in corners and other sections
of the track such as very steep sections where the vehicle
is traveling rapidly. Hence, existing designs would not be
able to provide any motion of the passenger compart-
ment in many sections of conventional roller coasters as
each includes many corners and other sections where it
is impractical to provide a bus bar system. Further, track
access, maintenance costs and procedures, and vehicle
speed cause a bus bar system to be undesirable or even
infeasible to implement for a long gravity-based coaster-
type experience or ride.
[0007] There remains a need for a new gravity-based
roller coaster design that allows a passenger compart-
ment to be provided motion, including yaw, in addition to
its travel along the DOT defined by the track. Preferably,
these roller coasters would facilitate maintenance and
provide the motion in any section of the track including
corners and areas where vehicles are traveling at higher
rates of speed while falling due to gravity (or stored po-
tential energy being converted into kinetic energy) and
where it is impractical to provide bus bar systems.
[0008] US2002068641 describes an amusement de-
vice or simulator includes a vehicle arranged to travel
around a track having slopes and turns. US2015343317
describes a trackless dark ride vehicle. WO2008007569
describes a play ride for running while carrying a player
along a running course changing its running direction up
and down and to the right and left. DE202010000403
describes an amusement device comprising a transport
means guided and moved along a track with a guide and
having a passenger carrier movable relative to the trans-
port means.

SUMMARY

[0009] The present description addresses the above
problems by providing a roller coaster (or coaster-type
ride system) in accordance with the claims that follow in
which a vehicle is configured with a drive system for pro-
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viding motion to a passenger compartment relative to a
chassis rolling along a track. The drive system is powered
through power provided by one or more onboard storage
devices such as batteries, capacitors, supercapacitors,
and the like. For example, the passenger compartment
may be caused to move according to a motion provide
with yaw to rotate the compartment to the left or right
from a load/unload position to cause the passengers to
face show or visual display features along the ride path
defined by the track.
[0010] Opportunity charge stations are provided in one
or more sections of the track to recharge the onboard
storage devices (such as with a capacitor charging plate
in an unload/load station and with a bus bar strip in linear
portion of the gravity-based ride sections), and the motion
occurs in other sections of the track such as in curves or
steep gravity-based ride sections of the track where con-
nection to a bus bar or the like would be difficult and/or
costly to implement and maintain.
[0011] More particularly, a roller coaster is provided
that includes a track that defines a ride path, which in-
cludes a passenger load/unload section and a gravity-
based ride section (i.e., a section where the vehicle trav-
els under gravity and without onboard propulsion). The
roller coaster has at least one vehicle including a chassis
coupled to the track to roll on one or more surfaces of
the track, and the vehicle includes a passenger compart-
ment mounted on the chassis that is adapted for receiving
one or more passengers. The roller coaster also includes
a compartment positioning mechanism that is controlla-
ble to move the passenger compartment between a first
position in the passenger load/unload section to a second
position at a location in the gravity-based ride section.
[0012] Further, the roller coaster includes a power sup-
ply assembly that includes a charging element mounted
on or near the track on the ride path defined by the track.
The power supply assembly also includes an onboard
energy storage mounted on the vehicle that is configured
to be charged (or recharged) by the charging element.
During a ride or during operations of the roller coaster,
the onboard energy storage provides power to the com-
partment positioning mechanism to move the passenger
compartment between the first and second positions. The
charging element is provided in the gravity-based ride
section of the ride path and may be also provided in the
passenger load/unload section of the ride path. In either
case, the location in the gravity-based ride section where
the passenger compartment is moved between the first
and second positions is spaced apart a distance from the
charging element, and, as a result, the onboard energy
storage is disconnected from the charging element while
powering the compartment positioning mechanism such
that only stored energy is used to provide the motion to
the passenger compartment.
[0013] The onboard energy storage typically includes
at least one of the following: a battery, a capacitor, and
a super capacitor. The charging element typically in-
cludes a capacitor charge plate, a bus bar, a bus bar

charging strip, or the like, which is chosen and configured
to recharge the batteries, capacitors, and/or supercapac-
itors of the onboard energy storage.
[0014] In some embodiments, the compartment posi-
tioning mechanism moves the passenger compartment
from the first position to the second position by rotating
the passenger compartment about a vertical axis of the
passenger compartment, whereby a yaw motion is pro-
vided in the gravity-based ride section. In such embodi-
ments, the compartment positioning mechanism may in-
clude a drive assembly (e.g., with an electric motor) pow-
ered by the onboard energy storage to provide the rotat-
ing via a yaw bearing or a slewing ring. In some preferred
embodiments, the coaster further includes a controller
operable to operate the compartment positioning mech-
anism to provide movement of the passenger compart-
ment between the first and second positions based on a
motion profile stored in memory on the vehicle or based
on a sensed motion trigger positioned along the track
proximate to the location in the gravity-based ride sec-
tion.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

Fig. 1 is a function block or schematic illustration of
a portion of roller coaster or ride system according
to the present description showing a vehicle adapted
for providing motion to its passenger compartment
as the vehicle travels along a track with power pro-
vided with onboard energy storage;

Fig. 2 is a side view of a portion of a roller coaster,
such as may be used to implement the roller coaster
of Fig. 1, providing details of one exemplary embod-
iment of vehicle and track-based charging compo-
nents;

Fig. 3 is a front view of the roller coaster shown in
Fig. 2 showing two different approaches to charging
an onboard energy storage element as may be used
in two different sections of the track;

Fig. 4 is a front view of a roller coaster that is similar
to the coaster of Figs. 2 and 3 but that only includes
the charging components useful when the vehicle is
parked or stationary on the track;

Fig. 5 is a front view of a roller coaster that is similar
to the coaster of Figs. 2 and 3 but that only includes
the charging components useful when the vehicle is
moving along a linear or straight section of the track;
and

Fig. 6 is a flow diagram of a method of operating a
roller coaster of the present description (such as one
of the implementations of Figs. 1-3) to provide a grav-
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ity-based ride experience.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] The following description is generally directed
to an amusement park ride such as a roller coaster that
can be used with existing and new tracks to provide a
ride experience with vehicles with passenger compart-
ments that can be selectively positioned in at least two
positions. For example, an onboard motion control sys-
tem may operate to implement a programmable yaw pro-
file (or other motion profile) to place the compartment in
a first position with the passenger compartment and pas-
sengers (in the compartment) facing forward along the
DOT defined by the track (e.g., in a load/unload position
of the compartment) and a second position with the pas-
senger compartment and passengers facing a direction
differing from the DOT such as due to a yaw movement
defined by the yaw/motion profile.
[0017] The motion control system is powered with elec-
trical energy that is stored in one or more energy storage
devices mounted on the roller coaster vehicle (such as
on the vehicle chassis that rides on the track and supports
the passenger compartment). This compartment motion
is provided concurrently with (or in addition to) the vehi-
cle’s travel along sections of the track under gravity (e.g.,
in gravity portions of the track), and, due to the onboard
storage of energy, the additional compartment motion
often will occur where there is no bus bar and where one
would be difficult if not wholly impractical to implement
such as in a corner or steep downward hill. The roller
coaster is configured to use "opportunity charging" from
one or more power sources or charging elements provide
at one or more locations along the track (i.e., track-based
power sources). The track-based power sources are pro-
vided in straight or linear sections of the track and may
be also provided in the load/unload station and/or in lift
hill sections of the track. The motion profile is typically
designed to cause the motion control system to power
rotation using the onboard stored energy when the vehi-
cle’s onboard power supply assembly is not in contact
with a track-based power source/charging element.
[0018] Figure 1 is a functional block illustration of a
portion of a roller coaster or ride system 100 illustrating
a single vehicle 110 riding along a section of track 104
under gravity in a direction of travel (DOT) as shown with
arrow 111. A typical ride 100 would include a plurality of
such vehicles 110 that may be coupled together into a
train or ride separately on the track 104. The vehicle 110
includes a chassis or frame 114 that is coupled to and
rolls upon the track 104 via a set of wheel/bogie assem-
blies 116 such that the vehicle 110 is constrained to follow
the track 104 along the DOT 111, and the assemblies
116 are configured to maintain a gap or separation be-
tween the bottom of the chassis 114 and the top of the
track 104.
[0019] The vehicle 110 further includes a passenger
compartment 118 for holding one or more passengers in

seats and with proper constraints (not shown but well
understood in the arts). The passenger compartment 118
is shown in a first position (or first orientation) such that
the seats and any passengers in such seats faces for-
ward or along the DOT 111 defined by the track 104.
During operations, though, the passenger compartment
118 is positionable in two or more other positions (sec-
ond, third, fourth, or more positions or orientations) such
that the seats and passengers face a direction that is at
an angle to the DOT 111. For example, yaw motion may
be provided as shown with arrow 126 about an axis of
rotation of the passenger compartment (which may ex-
tend vertically through the center of gravity 119 of the
passenger compartment or be the vehicle’s vertical axis)
to orient the passenger compartment to the left or right
of the DOT 111 at an angle in the range of 15 to 90 de-
grees or more such as to cause the passengers to view
a visual display or the like along a particular section of
the track 104. In some embodiments, the motion of the
compartment 118 from the first or load/unload position
shown may be along any or two or more of the X, Y, and
Z axes as shown with arrow 124 (e.g., any movement
along a degree of freedom other than the vehicle motion
along the DOT 111).
[0020] To provide controlled (and programmable mo-
tion), the vehicle 110 includes a motion control system
120. The motion control system 120 includes a compart-
ment positioning mechanism 122 that couples the pas-
senger compartment 118 with the chassis 114 such that
the passenger compartment 118 rolls along the track 104
with the chassis 114. The compartment positioning
mechanism 122 may take many forms to practice the
roller coaster 100 and will vary in configuration to provide
a desired type of motion 124 and/or 126.
[0021] In some cases, the mechanism 122 includes an
electrical drive such as a linear actuator, a variable fre-
quency drive (VFD), or the like that moves/drives with
one or more gears, belts, chains, shafts, and/or the like
to rotate 126 and/or pivot 124 or otherwise move a ped-
estal/column support element affixed to the passenger
compartment. In some cases, the mechanism 122 is con-
figured to provide continuous rotation (e.g., 360-degree
rotation about the axis of rotation as shown with arrows
126 and/or a plurality of yaw positions may be provided
for compartment ranging from several to nearly infinite
about the axis or rotation) while other embodiments may
provide a smaller predefined range of motion. The drive
mechanism may be a drive motor or the like to provide
the rotation 126 while other embodiments may use a de-
vice(s) that provide linear actuation (e.g., a hydraulic ac-
tuator, a pneumatic actuator, an electric ball-screw actu-
ator, or the like). As will be appreciated, nearly any type
of actuator and/or drive arrangement may be used to
implement the compartment positioning mechanism 122.
[0022] The motion control system 120 also includes a
number of chassis-mounted devices to selectively power
and operate the compartment positioning mechanism
122. As shown, the system 120 includes a controller 130
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that generates control signals (and/or provides power)
131 to the compartment positioning mechanism 122 to
operate to provide the motion 124 and/or 126. The yaw
126 or other motion 124 may be defined in its type, mag-
nitude, and timing (what position along the track 104) by
a motion profile 134 stored in memory/data storage 132
on the chassis 114. In the same or other cases, one or
more motion triggers or flags 136 may be provided at
locations along the track 104 and a trigger/flag sensor
135 senses as shown at 137 each of these triggers/flags
136, and the controller 130 may initiate 131 a particular
type of motion 124 and/or 126 based on the sensed trig-
ger (which may be desirable to limit reliance on less ac-
curate timing of motions based on a programmed profile
134).
[0023] To provide power to the controller 130 and the
compartment positioning mechanism 122, the roller
coaster 100 includes a power supply assembly 140. Sig-
nificantly, the power supply assembly 140 includes on-
board energy storage 142 that is mounted upon the ve-
hicle 110 such as on or in the chassis 114. Onboard en-
ergy storage 142 can be selectively used by the controller
130 to power operations of the compartment positioning
mechanism 122 even when the vehicle 110 is spaced
apart from any track-based power source such as in a
curved or steep downward hill of the track 104.
[0024] In Figure 1, the vehicle 110 is shown to be over
or adjacent a track-based charging element (power
source) 144 of the power supply assembly 140. Stated
differently, Figure 1 illustrates the roller coaster 100 dur-
ing charging operations with the track-based charging
element 144 providing electrical power to the storage de-
vice(s) 1442 as shown schematically with arrows 145.
After the charging of onboard energy storage 142 as
shown with the charging element 144, the vehicle 110
will roll along the track 104 in the DOT 111 and be spaced
apart from any such power sources (i.e., not coupled to
a bus bar or the like). In these sections of track, the con-
troller 130 may operate the compartment positioning
mechanism 122 with control signals/power 131 from the
onboard energy storage 142 to provide the yaw 126 or
other motions 124 to the passenger compartment 118
(i.e., during discharging operations where the vehicle 110
is in a section of the track 104 free of any charging ele-
ments/power supplies 144).
[0025] The storage of electrical energy may be
achieved with the onboard energy storage 142 including
one or more of the following (or a combination thereof):
a battery, a capacitor, and a super capacitor. The capac-
ity of these devices would be chosen to match or exceed
the amount of energy needed to power the positioning
mechanism 122 between charging sections of the track
104 (as shown in Figure 1) or between charges (with the
understanding that not every charging opportunity may
provide a full recharge). The track-based charging ele-
ment 144 may be provided in a variety of forms, too, such
as with a capacitor charge plate for use in sections of the
track 104 where the vehicle is stationary/static such as

during loading/unloading at the station section of the
track 104. In other cases, the charging element 144 is
provided in the form of a bus bar charging strip or the like
provided in a straight or linear stretch of the track (where
the vehicle 110 may be traveling less rapidly in some
cases such as in or upstream of a lift section). The charg-
ing provided in such spaced apart straight or linear sec-
tions of the track 104 is then later used during discharging
operations where the vehicle 110 may be in a curved
section of the track 104 or in another section where no
power source is provided/available.
[0026] Figure 2 is a side view of a portion of a roller
coaster 200, such as may be used to implement the roller
coaster 100 of Figure 1. Figure 2 is useful for illustrating
or providing details of one exemplary embodiment of ve-
hicle and track-based charging components. The roller
coaster 200 is shown to include a track 204 arranged
with in a pattern to provide a gravity-based experience
with a vehicle 210 rolling via wheel carriers 216 on track
204. The wheels in carriers 216 are not powered and
gravity is used to move the vehicle 210 along a ride path
defined by the track 204 in a direction of travel. Often,
the track 204 will include a load/unload station or section
in which passengers 206 are loaded and unloaded from
the vehicle 210 and, in other sections of the track, the
vehicle 210 typically will be moving at some velocity in
the DOT (or will be moving slowly in the DOT in a lift
section of the track 204).
[0027] The vehicle 210 includes a chassis 214 that rolls
upon and is coupled with the track 204 via the wheel
carriers 216 (e.g., one or two such carriers or four as
shown in Figures 2 and 3). A passenger compartment
218 is provided in the vehicle 210 with seating for one or
more passengers 206 (with four shown in Figures 2 and
3). The passenger compartment 218 is physically cou-
pled to and supported by the chassis 214 such that it rolls
along the track 204 in the DOT with the chassis 216 under
gravity (except in optional lift sections, in a launch mech-
anism, or the like) as the vehicle 210 does not include a
powered propulsion system.
[0028] The vehicle 210 is configured to selectively pro-
vide yaw to the passenger compartment 218 as shown
with arrow 226 (or to provide rotation in one or both the
clockwise and counterclockwise directions about a yaw
axis of rotation (e.g., a vertical axis of the vehicle 210
that may extend through the center of mass or gravity of
the vehicle 210)). The yaw movement 226 may be pro-
grammable such as via the use of a motion profile/ride
program (as shown in Figure 1) defining when/where and
in which direction and to what magnitude run by a con-
troller of the drive assembly 220 and/or may be triggered
using flags/trigger elements positioned near the track
204.
[0029] In the vehicle 210, yaw motion 226 is provided
via a drive assembly 220 mounted on or in the chassis
214 that is powered (with electricity) by onboard energy
storage 240. The drive assembly 220 may include an
electric drive motor selectively operated to provide the
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yaw profile or respond to triggering signals, and the drive
assembly 220 may further include a gearbox and/or a
drive linkage assembly to rotate the vehicle compartment
218 via a yaw bearing, slewing ring, or the like 224 (i.e.,
any useful rotatable coupler or coupling element).
[0030] The onboard energy storage 240 may take the
form of one or more batteries, capacitors, and superca-
pacitors or a combination thereof. As shown in Figures
2 and 3, the onboard energy storage 240 is provide in
the form of two banks of capacitors that are mounted
within or on the chassis 214. The capacitor banks 240
are chosen to have a capacity that allows them to store
adequate amounts of energy to discharge electricity to
the drive assembly 220 to rotate 226 via the yaw bear-
ing/slewing ring 224 in between charging stations/loca-
tions on the track 204. Charging at the location or section
of the track 204 shown in Figure 2 is achieved by provid-
ing a charging element 246 nearby or even mounted on
the track in combination with a chassis-mounted element
for receiving a charge 242. The charging element 246
may take the form of a track-mounted capacitor charge
plate (which is wired to a power source (not shown) and
the element 242 may take the form of a chassis-mounted
power collector shoe assembly. The section of track 204
shown in Figure 2 may be a station or other section along
which the vehicle 210 is stationary/static/parked such as
for loading and unloading the passengers 206 in the com-
partment 218.
[0031] Figure 3 illustrates the roller coaster 200 with
an end view (front view) of the track 204 that is useful for
showing capacitor bank 240 that is charged by the charg-
ing element 246 when the vehicle 210 is in a section of
the track 204 in which the vehicle is stationary. Figure 3
is also useful for showing that, in this embodiment of the
roller coaster, the vehicle 210 further includes a second
capacitor bank 240 (or right bank) that is charged when
the vehicle 210 is moving the DOT along a different or
downstream/later section of the track from that shown in
Figure 2.
[0032] In Figure 3, the vehicle 210 has moved to this
different section of the track 204 (or will soon travel
through this section), and, while in motion, the capacitor
bank 240 is charged by a charging element 346 in the
form of a track-mounted bus bar charging strip that ex-
tends along a length of the track 204. The track 204 typ-
ically is linear or straight in this section to facilitate charg-
ing while the vehicle 210 is moving and to facilitate use
of a bus bar 346 of a particular length. The vehicle 210
is further shown to include a separate chassis-mounted
power collector shoe assembly 242 that is between the
capacitor bank 240 and the charging element 346 when
the vehicle 210 is moving along the section of track 204
shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, the left power collector
shoe assembly 242 would typically not be adjacent or
even contacting the charging element 246, as the roller
coaster 200 is configured with two differing types of
charging elements 246 and 346 to provide opportunity
charging when the vehicle 210 is stationary/parked and

when it is moving along a straight or linear section of the
track 204.
[0033] In many embodiments, a roller coaster will be
provided with a plurality of the energy storage device and
track-based charging element pairs to provide opportu-
nity charging stations at a plurality (e.g., 2 to 10 or more)
of locations along the track. For example, there may be
ten locations along the track where it is desirable to pro-
vide yaw or other motions to the passenger compartment,
and one of the opportunity charging stations may be pro-
vided upstream of each of these ten locations. In other
cases, though, each charge provided by one of the op-
portunity charging stations will be large enough to allow
operations of the compartment positioning mechanism
in two, three, or more of the locations on the track where
motion is programmed in a motion profile or where motion
is triggered such as by a flag/triggering element nearby
the track.
[0034] Typically, the set of opportunity charging sta-
tions will be a mix of power supply assemblies configured
for use when the vehicle is parked (e.g., charging element
246 with an appropriate power connector shoe assembly
242 and a storage device (such as a capacitor bank 240
(which may include capacitors and/or supercapacitors)
shown in Figures 2 and 3 or a battery) and assemblies
configured for use when the vehicle is in motion along a
straight/linear stretch of the track (e.g., charging element
346 with an appropriate power connector shoe assembly
242 and a storage device (such as a capacitor bank 240
(which may include capacitors and/or supercapacitors)
shown in Figures 2 and 3 or a battery).
[0035] An example of roller coaster not forming part of
the claimed invention is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 il-
lustrates a roller coaster 400 configured similarly to the
coaster of Figures 2 and 3, but the roller coaster 400 has
its onboard energy storage 240 charged only when
parked (such as at a station for loading/unloading pas-
sengers 206). This charging is achieved via track-mount-
ed (or track-based) charging element(s) 246 and electri-
cal coupling with chassis-mounted power connector
shoe assembly (or assemblies) 242, which is electrically
connected to the capacitor bank 240. Once the onboard
energy storage 240 is charged, the vehicle 210 may leave
the station (such as via a lift hill or a launch mechanism)
and, while traveling through gravity-based motion sec-
tions of the track, the drive assembly 220 would be pow-
ered by the onboard energy storage 240 to move the
passenger compartment 218 through a programmable
or triggered/flagged yaw profile for the ride path of the
roller coaster 400.
[0036] Figure 5 illustrates a roller coaster 500 config-
ured similarly to the coaster of Figures 2 and 3, but the
roller coaster 500 has its onboard energy storage 240
charged only when the vehicle 210 is in motion such as
along linear or straight sections of the track 204. This
charging is achieved via track-mounted (or track-based)
charging element(s) 346 and electrical coupling with
chassis-mounted power connector shoe assembly (or
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assemblies) 242, which is electrically connected to the
capacitor bank 240. With the onboard energy storage
240 charged or storing power, the vehicle 210 may con-
tinue traveling through gravity-based motion sections of
the track, and the drive assembly 220 would be powered
by the onboard energy storage 240 to move the passen-
ger compartment 218 through a programmable or trig-
gered/flagged yaw profile for the ride path of the roller
coaster 500.
[0037] Figure 6 illustrates a flow diagram for operating
or controlling 600 a roller coaster of the present descrip-
tion (such as coaster 100 or 200) to provide a gravity-
based ride with a passenger compartment provided mo-
tion with onboard stored power. The method 600 begins
at 605 such as with configuring a roller coaster to include
one or more power storage devices (e.g., batteries, ca-
pacitors, super capacitors, or the like) on one or more of
its vehicles such as with mounting on the chassis. Fur-
ther, in 605, the track may be modified to include one-to-
many charging stations by mounting track-based charg-
ing elements that are connected to facility power (elec-
tricity sources).
[0038] Charging at these stations may be achieved via
electrical coupling/connection (with or without contact as
practical) between the track-mounted component (e.g.,
a capacitor charge plate, a bus bar, a bus bar charging
strip, or the like) and the vehicle-mounted element adapt-
ed for receiving a charge (e.g., a power connector shoe
assembly configured for electrically coupling with the
track-mounted component). The stations may be thought
of as "opportunity charging stations" as they may be pro-
vided in sections of the track that are better suited for
charging operations. Some of the stations are provided
in sections of the track where the vehicle may be moving
along a straight/linear section of the track under gravity
(such as upstream of motion locations defined in a motion
profile). Some of the stations may be also provided in
sections of the track where the vehicle may be parked
(such as the station) and/or may be moving slowly such
as in lift hills.
[0039] The method 600 continues at 610 with defining
a motion profile for each of the vehicles that travel along
the ride path defined by the supporting track. The motion
profile may define what type of motion (such as pitch,
roll, or yaw) and its magnitude to be provided by the com-
partment positioning mechanism and at which location
along the track. The motion profile may be stored in mem-
ory on the vehicle for later use by a controller to selectively
operate the compartment positioning mechanism (such
as by timing the motion from a departure time from a
station or from a passed point on the track or by deter-
mined position of the vehicle). In other cases, the motion
profile is used to define where on the track one or more
flags/triggering elements should be placed for sensing
by an onboard vehicle to trigger a particular motion of
the compartment.
[0040] The method 600 continues at 620 with the ve-
hicle positioned or parked in the station for passenger

unloading/loading. With the vehicle in this stationary
state, a station-based charging station is used (e.g., the
onboard power storage is electrically coupled with a
charging element on or near the track of the station at
each vehicle parking location) to charge or store power
in the onboard storage device(s). The method continues
at 630 with launching or initiating a gravity experience
for the vehicle (e.g., the vehicle (or a train of vehicles) is
pulled up a lift hill at the start of a ride and released at
this high(er) point of the track or a launch mechanism is
used to provide the vehicle with an initial amount of kinetic
energy.
[0041] The method continues at 640 with a determina-
tion (such as by a controller via timing/position determi-
nation and a motion profile or in response to a sensed
motion triggering element/flag) of whether or not the ve-
hicle is at or approaching a location on the track associ-
ated with a motion in the motion profiled defined in step
610. If not, the step 640 is repeated. If yes, the method
600 continues at 650 with the controller operating the
compartment positioning mechanism via electrical power
drawn or discharged from the onboard power storage
device(s) to move the passenger with the motion defined
by the profile for or triggered by a flag at the vehicle’s
position on the track (e.g., rotate 15 to 90 degrees to the
left or right about the vertical axis of the vehicle (yaw
motion)).
[0042] The method 600 then continues with determi-
nation of whether the vehicle is passing a charging station
adapted for charging the onboard power storage while
the vehicle is in motion (or this step 660 may be omitted
from method 600 or considered automatically per-
formed). If not, the method 600 with repeating step 640.
If yes, the method 600 continues at 670 with charging
the onboard power storage device(s) while the vehicle
continues to move along the section of the track (e.g., a
linear gravity portion of the track (i.e., a portion of the
track where the vehicle is moving under gravity)) that
includes a track-based charging element (e.g., element
346 in Figure 3). The method 600 may then continue with
repeating steps 640-670 or may end as shown at 690,
such as when the vehicle has traveled along the entire
ride path and returned back to the station (where method
600 may be repeated starting at step 620 once passenger
unloading is completed).
[0043] Although the invention has been described and
illustrated with a certain degree of particularity, it is un-
derstood that the present disclosure has been made only
by way of example, and that numerous changes in the
combination and arrangement of parts can be resorted
to by those skilled in the art without departing from the
scope of the invention, as hereinafter claimed.
[0044] As can be appreciated from the foregoing, a roll-
er coaster is taught that includes onboard power storage
for its passenger-carrying vehicles and includes one-to-
many charging stations for the vehicles parked and/or in
motion on the track. The passenger-carrying vehicle
rides on a structural track, which is positioned below or
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above the vehicle to support and guide the vehicle along
a fixed and continuous path loop on a gravity ride expe-
rience. The coaster also includes a passenger compart-
ment positioning (articulation) system that used power
from the onboard power storage to operate so as to orient
or move the passenger compartment when the vehicle
is moving under gravity through the ride portion of the
track. The coaster may also include an immersive show
environment/presentation or adjacent show structure
along the ride portions of the track that is arranged and/or
configured so as to be viewable by the passengers in the
vehicle when the passenger compartment is moved with
yaw or another motion (that may be defined in a motion
profile or may be triggered by trigger or flag elements
along the track).

Claims

1. A roller coaster (100), comprising:

a track (104) defining a ride path with a passen-
ger load/unload section and a gravity-based ride
section;
a vehicle (110) including a chassis (114) coupled
to the track to roll on one or more surfaces of
the track, wherein the vehicle further includes a
passenger compartment (118) supported on the
chassis that is adapted for receiving one or more
passengers;
a compartment positioning mechanism (122)
controllable to move the passenger compart-
ment between a first position in the passenger
load/unload section to a second position at a
location in the gravity-based ride section;
a power supply assembly (140) comprising a
charging element (246) mounted on or near the
track on the ride path defined by the track and
further comprising an onboard energy storage
(142) mounted on the vehicle adapted for charg-
ing by the charging element, wherein the on-
board energy storage provides power to the
compartment positioning mechanism to move
the passenger compartment between the first
and second positions; and
characterised in that the charging element
(246) is provided in the gravity-based ride sec-
tion and in that the location in the gravity-based
ride section where the passenger compartment
is moved between the first and second positions
is spaced apart a distance from the charging el-
ement, whereby the onboard energy storage is
disconnected from the charging element while
powering the compartment positioning mecha-
nism.

2. The roller coaster of claim 1, wherein the onboard
energy storage (142) comprises at least one of the

following: a battery, a capacitor, and a super capac-
itor.

3. The roller coaster of claim 2, wherein the charging
element (246) comprises at least one of the follow-
ing: a capacitor charge plate, a bus bar, and a bus
bar charging strip.

4. The roller coaster of any preceding claim, wherein
the compartment positioning mechanism moves the
passenger compartment from the first position to the
second position by rotating the passenger compart-
ment about a vertical axis of the passenger compart-
ment, whereby a yaw motion is provided in the grav-
ity-based ride section.

5. The roller coaster of claim 4, wherein the compart-
ment positioning mechanism comprises a drive as-
sembly powered by the onboard energy storage to
provide the rotating via a yaw bearing or a slewing
ring.

6. The roller coaster of any preceding claim, wherein
the charging element comprises a first charging el-
ement provided in the passenger load/unload sec-
tion of the ride path and a second charging element
provided in the gravity-based ride section and further
wherein the onboard energy storage comprises a
first electrical storage device being charged by the
first charging element and a second electrical stor-
age device being charged by the second charging
element.

7. The roller coaster of any preceding claim, further
comprising a controller operable to operate the com-
partment positioning mechanism to provide move-
ment of the passenger compartment between the
first and second positions based on a motion profile
stored in memory on the vehicle or based on a
sensed motion trigger positioned along the track
proximate to the location in the gravity-based ride
section.

8. The roller coaster of claim 6 comprising: a drive as-
sembly powered by at least one of the first and sec-
ond electrical storage devices to move the passen-
ger compartment relative to the chassis at a second
location on the gravity-based ride section that is
spaced apart from the first location.

9. The roller coaster of claim 8, further comprising a
first power collector shoe assembly mounted on the
chassis electrically coupling the first energy storage
device to the first charging device and a second pow-
er collector shoe assembly mounted on the chassis
electrically coupling the second energy storage de-
vice to the second charging device.
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10. The roller coaster of claim 8, wherein the drive as-
sembly moves the passenger compartment through
a yaw movement defined by a motion profile for the
second location or in response to sensing a trigger
along the track at or proximate to the second location.

11. The roller coaster of claim 8, wherein the second
location on the gravity-based ride section is in a
curved portion of the structural track and wherein the
first location on the gravity based ride section is in a
linear portion of the track.

12. The roller coaster of claim 6 , comprising:

a controller; and
wherein the compartment positioning mecha-
nism is operated by the controller to move the
passenger compartment relative to the chassis
at a plurality of locations on the track; and
further wherein the onboard energy storage pro-
vides power to the compartment positioning
mechanism to move the passenger compart-
ment based on a motion profile or in response
to a sensed trigger element proximate to the
track.

13. The roller coaster of claim 12, wherein the plurality
of locations are each in the gravity-based ride section
and are each spaced apart a distance from the sec-
ond charging element, whereby the onboard energy
storage is disconnected from the first and second
charging elements while powering the compartment
positioning mechanism.

14. The roller coaster of claim 12, wherein the compart-
ment positioning mechanism moves the passenger
compartment according to the motion profile or in
response to the sensed trigger element by rotating
the passenger compartment about a vertical axis of
the passenger compartment, whereby a yaw motion
is provided in the gravity-based ride section and
wherein the compartment positioning mechanism
comprises a drive assembly powered by the onboard
energy storage to provide the rotating.

Patentansprüche

1. Achterbahn (100), umfassend:

ein Gleis (104), das eine Fahrstrecke mit einem
Abschnitt zum Ein- und Aussteigen von Fahr-
gästen und einem Abschnitt zum schwerkraft-
basierten Fahren definiert;
ein Fahrzeug (110), das ein Fahrgestell (114)
umfasst, das mit dem Gleis gekoppelt ist, um
auf einer oder mehreren Oberflächen des Glei-
ses zu laufen, wobei das Fahrzeug ferner eine

Fahrgastkabine (118) umfasst, die auf dem
Fahrgestell getragen wird und geeignet ist, um
einen oder mehrere Fahrgäste aufzunehmen;
einen Kabinenpositionierungsmechanismus
(122), der steuerbar ist, um die Fahrgastkabine
zwischen einer ersten Position in dem Abschnitt
zum Ein- und Aussteigen der Fahrgäste und ei-
ner zweiten Position an einer Stelle in dem Ab-
schnitt zum schwerkraftbasierten Fahren zu be-
wegen;
eine Energieversorgungsbaugruppe (140), die
ein Ladeelement (246) umfasst, das auf oder
nahe an dem Gleis auf der Fahrstrecke, die
durch das Gleis definiert ist, montiert ist, und die
ferner einen Bordenergiespeicher (142) um-
fasst, der an dem Fahrzeug montiert ist und ge-
eignet ist, um durch das Ladeelement geladen
zu werden, wobei der Bordenergiespeicher den
Kabinenpositionierungsmechanismus mit Ener-
gie versorgt, um den Fahrgastkabine zwischen
den ersten und zweiten Positionen zu bewegen;
und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Ladeele-
ment (246) in dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraft-
basierten Fahren bereitgestellt wird, und dass
die Stelle in dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraftba-
sierten Fahren, an der die Fahrgastkabine zwi-
schen den ersten und zweiten Positionen be-
wegt wird, um eine Distanz von dem Ladeele-
ment beabstandet ist, wodurch der Bordener-
giespeicher von dem Ladeelement getrennt ist,
während er den Kabinenpositionierungsmecha-
nismus mit Energie versorgt.

2. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Bordener-
giespeicher (142) mindestens eines der folgenden
Elemente umfasst: eine Batterie, einen Kondensator
und einen Superkondensator.

3. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Ladeele-
ment (246) mindestens eines der folgenden Elemen-
te umfasst: eine Kondensatorladeplatte, eine Sam-
melschiene und einen Sammelschienenladestrei-
fen.

4. Achterbahn nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei der Kabinenpositionierungsmecha-
nismus die Fahrgastkabine durch Drehen der Fahr-
gastkabine um eine senkrechte Achse der Fahrgast-
kabine herum von der ersten Position in die zweite
Position bewegt, wodurch eine Gierbewegung in
dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraftbasierten Fahren be-
reitgestellt wird.

5. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Kabinen-
positionierungsmechanismus eine Antriebsbau-
gruppe umfasst, die durch den Bordenergiespeicher
mit Energie versorgt wird, um die Drehung anhand
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eines Azimutlagers oder eines Drehkranzes bereit-
zustellen.

6. Achterbahn nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, wobei das Ladeelement ein erstes Ladee-
lement, das in dem Abschnitt zum Ein- und Ausstei-
gen der Fahrgäste der Fahrstrecke bereitgestellt
wird, und ein zweites Ladeelement, das in dem Ab-
schnitt zum schwerkraftbasierten Fahren bereitge-
stellt wird, umfasst, und wobei ferner der Bordener-
giespeicher eine erste elektrische Speichervorrich-
tung, die durch das erste Ladeelement aufgeladen
wird, und eine zweite elektrische Ladevorrichtung,
die durch das zweite Ladeelement aufgeladen wird,
umfasst.

7. Achterbahn nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, ferner umfassend ein Steuergerät, das be-
triebsfähig ist, um den Kabinenpositionierungsme-
chanismus zu betätigen, damit er eine Bewegung
der Fahrgastkabine zwischen den ersten und zwei-
ten Positionen basierend auf einem Bewegungspro-
fil, das in dem Speicher in dem Fahrzeug gespeichert
ist, oder basierend auf einem erfassten Bewegungs-
auslöser, der an dem Gleis entlang in der Nähe der
Stelle in dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraftbasierten
Fahren positioniert ist, bereitstellt.

8. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 6, umfassend:
eine Antriebsbaugruppe, die durch mindestens eine
von den ersten und zweiten elektrischen Speicher-
vorrichtungen mit Energie versorgt wird, um die
Fahrgastkabine im Verhältnis zum Fahrgestell an ei-
ner zweiten Stelle in dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraft-
basierten Fahren, die von der ersten Stelle beab-
standet ist, zu bewegen.

9. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 8, ferner umfassend ei-
ne erste Energieschleifstückbaugruppe, die an dem
Fahrgestell montiert ist und die erste Energiespei-
chervorrichtung mit der ersten Ladevorrichtung elek-
trisch koppelt, und eine zweite Energieschleifstück-
baugruppe, die an dem Fahrgestell montiert ist und
die zweite Energiespeichervorrichtung mit der zwei-
ten Ladevorrichtung elektrisch koppelt.

10. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Antriebs-
baugruppe die Fahrgastkabine durch eine Gierbe-
wegung, die durch ein Bewegungsprofil für die zwei-
te Stelle definiert ist, oder als Reaktion auf das Er-
fassen eines Auslösers an dem Gleis entlang an
oder nahe an der zweiten Stelle bewegt.

11. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 8, wobei sich die zweite
Stelle in dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraftbasierten
Fahren in einem gekrümmten Teil des Strukturglei-
ses befindet, und wobei sich die erste Stelle des Ab-
schnitts zum schwerkraftbasierten Fahren in einem

linearen Teil des Gleises befindet.

12. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 6, umfassend:

ein Steuergerät; und
wobei der Kabinenpositionierungsmechanis-
mus durch das Steuergerät betätigt wird, um die
Fahrgastkabine im Verhältnis zu dem Fahrge-
stell an einer Vielzahl von Stellen auf dem Gleis
zu bewegen; und
wobei ferner der Bordenergiespeicher Energie
für den Kabinenpositionierungsmechanismus
bereitstellt, damit er die Fahrgastkabine basie-
rend auf einem Bewegungsprofil oder als Reak-
tion auf ein erfasstes Auslöseelement in der Nä-
he des Gleises bewegt.

13. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 12, wobei sich die Viel-
zahl von Stellen jeweils in dem schwerkraftbasierten
Fahrbereich befindet und jeweils um eine Distanz
von dem zweiten Ladeelement beabstandet ist, wo-
durch der Bordenergiespeicher von den ersten und
zweiten Ladeelementen getrennt wird, während der
Kabinenpositionierungsmechanismus mit Energie
versorgt wird.

14. Achterbahn nach Anspruch 12, wobei der Kabinen-
positionierungsmechanismus die Fahrgastkabine
gemäß dem Bewegungsprofil oder als Reaktion auf
das erfasste Auslöseelement durch Drehen der
Fahrgastkabine um eine senkrechte Achse der Fahr-
gastkabine bewegt, wodurch eine Gierbewegung in
dem Abschnitt zum schwerkraftbasierten Fahren be-
reitgestellt wird, und wobei der Kabinenpositionie-
rungsmechanismus eine Antriebsbaugruppe um-
fasst, die durch den Bordenergiespeicher mit Ener-
gie versorgt wird, um die Drehung bereitzustellen.

Revendications

1. Système de montagnes russes (100), comprenant :

un rail (104) définissant un parcours de manège
avec une section de montée/descente des pas-
sagers et une section de manège basé sur la
gravité ;
un véhicule (110) comprenant un châssis (114)
couplé au rail pour rouler sur une ou plusieurs
surfaces du rail, dans lequel le véhicule com-
prend en outre un habitacle (118) supporté par
le châssis qui est conçu pour recevoir un ou plu-
sieurs passagers ;
un mécanisme de positionnement de l’habitacle
(122) pouvant être commandé pour faire passer
l’habitacle d’une première position dans la sec-
tion de montée/descente des passagers à une
seconde position au niveau d’un emplacement
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dans la section de manège basé sur la gravité ;
un ensemble d’alimentation électrique (140)
comprenant un élément de charge (246) monté
sur le rail ou à proximité de celui-ci sur le par-
cours de manège défini par le rail et comprenant
en outre un dispositif de stockage d’énergie em-
barqué (142) monté sur le véhicule conçu pour
être chargé par l’élément de charge, dans lequel
le dispositif de stockage d’énergie embarqué ali-
mente en électricité le mécanisme de position-
nement de l’habitacle pour faire passer l’habita-
cle de la première position à la seconde
position ; et
caractérisé en ce que l’élément de charge
(246) est prévu dans la section de manège basé
sur la gravité et en ce que l’emplacement dans
la section de manège basé sur la gravité où l’ha-
bitacle passe de la première position à la secon-
de position est espacé de l’élément de charge
selon une certaine distance, le dispositif de stoc-
kage d’énergie embarqué étant ainsi déconnec-
té de l’élément de charge tout en alimentant en
électricité le mécanisme de positionnement de
l’habitacle.

2. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le dispositif de stockage d’énergie
embarqué (142) comprend au moins l’un des élé-
ments suivants : une batterie, un condensateur et
un supercondensateur.

3. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 2, dans lequel l’élément de charge (246) com-
prend au moins l’un des éléments suivants : une pla-
que de charge de condensateur, une barre omnibus
et une bande de charge de barre omnibus.

4. Système de montagnes russes selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le
mécanisme de positionnement de l’habitacle fait
passer l’habitacle de la première position à la secon-
de position en faisant tourner l’habitacle autour d’un
axe vertical de l’habitacle, la section de manège ba-
sé sur la gravité subissant ainsi un mouvement de
lacet.

5. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 4, dans lequel le mécanisme de positionnement
de l’habitacle comprend un ensemble d’entraîne-
ment alimenté par le dispositif de stockage d’énergie
embarqué pour permettre la rotation par l’intermé-
diaire d’un roulement d’orientation ou d’une couron-
ne de rotation.

6. Système de montagnes russes selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications précédentes, dans lequel
l’élément de charge comprend un premier élément
de charge prévu dans la section de montée/descente

des passagers du parcours de manège et un second
élément de charge prévu dans la section de manège
basé sur la gravité et dans lequel, en outre, le dis-
positif de stockage d’énergie embarqué comprend
un premier dispositif de stockage électrique chargé
par le premier élément de charge et un second dis-
positif de stockage électrique chargé par le second
élément de charge.

7. Système de montagnes russes selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications précédentes, comprenant
en outre un dispositif de commande permettant d’ac-
tionner le mécanisme de positionnement de l’habi-
tacle pour permettre le mouvement de l’habitacle en-
tre la première position et la seconde position en
fonction d’un profil de mouvement stocké en mémoi-
re dans le véhicule ou en fonction d’un élément dé-
clencheur de mouvement détecté positionné le long
du rail à proximité de l’emplacement dans la section
de manège basé sur la gravité.

8. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 6, comprenant :
un ensemble d’entraînement alimenté par au moins
l’un des premier et second dispositifs de stockage
électrique pour déplacer l’habitacle par rapport au
châssis jusqu’à un second emplacement sur la sec-
tion de manège basé sur la gravité qui est distant du
premier emplacement.

9. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 8, comprenant en outre un premier ensemble
sabot de collecteur d’énergie monté sur le châssis
couplant électriquement le premier dispositif de stoc-
kage d’énergie au premier dispositif de charge et un
second ensemble sabot de collecteur d’énergie
monté sur le châssis couplant électriquement le se-
cond dispositif de stockage d’énergie au second dis-
positif de charge.

10. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 8, dans lequel l’ensemble d’entraînement dépla-
ce l’habitacle par l’intermédiaire d’un mouvement de
lacet défini par un profil de mouvement pour le se-
cond emplacement ou en réponse à la détection d’un
élément déclencheur le long du rail au niveau du
second emplacement ou à proximité de celui-ci.

11. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 8, dans lequel le second emplacement sur la
section de manège basé sur la gravité est situé dans
une partie incurvée du rail structurel et dans lequel
le premier emplacement sur la section de manège
basé sur la gravité est situé dans une partie linéaire
du rail.

12. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 6, comprenant :
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un dispositif de commande ; et dans lequel le méca-
nisme de positionnement de l’habitacle est actionné
par le dispositif de commande pour déplacer l’habi-
tacle par rapport au châssis jusqu’à une pluralité
d’emplacements sur le rail ; et dans lequel, en outre,
le dispositif de stockage d’énergie embarqué alimen-
te en électricité le mécanisme de positionnement de
l’habitacle pour déplacer l’habitacle en fonction d’un
profil de mouvement ou en réponse à un élément
déclencheur détecté à proximité du rail.

13. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 12, dans lequel la pluralité d’emplacements se
trouvent tous dans la section de manège basé sur
la gravité et sont tous espacés du second élément
de charge selon une certaine distance, le dispositif
de stockage d’énergie embarqué étant ainsi décon-
necté des premier et second éléments de charge
tout en alimentant en électricité le mécanisme de
positionnement de l’habitacle.

14. Système de montagnes russes selon la revendica-
tion 12, dans lequel le mécanisme de positionne-
ment de l’habitacle déplace l’habitacle selon le profil
de mouvement ou en réponse à l’élément déclen-
cheur détecté en faisant tourner l’habitacle autour
d’un axe vertical de l’habitacle, un mouvement de
lacet étant ainsi fourni dans la section de manège
basé sur la gravité et dans lequel le mécanisme de
positionnement de l’habitacle comprend un ensem-
ble d’entraînement alimenté par le dispositif de stoc-
kage d’énergie embarqué pour permettre la rotation.
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